Strategies for Academic Success

The e2020 program is designed to help all students achieve success in their coursework. In order to ensure that students are able to accomplish their education goals, e2020 has some suggestions that may help lead students toward academic success. Below is a list of suggested strategies.

- Students should take their time and pay attention while initially watching the video lectures (Figure 1.01).
- Students should use their eNotes to take notes in their own words.
- Students should review the Video Lecture before attempting an assessment:
  - Students may fast-forward to the section they don’t understand the second time they watch the video lecture.
  - Students should follow along with their eNotes and add any information that they didn’t enter the first time.
- Students may pause the video lecture and rework any problems posed in the lecture.

Students should thoughtfully complete the practice activities, rather than rushing to complete them as quickly as possible:
  - Online content
  - Journal
  - Labs (Math and Science only)
  - Practice/Homework
• **Tools for Reviewing**
  o Students may use the Course Map to navigate backwards in their course and review previous activities listed in green (Figure 1.02)
  o Students may review and edit their eNotes (Figure 1.03)
  o Students may print their eNotes and take them home to study
• Practice/Homework Review
  o Students may redo the questions in the Practice/Homework activity (Figure 1.04)
  o Students can use the Show Me video lectures found in the Practice/Homework
to guide them towards complete understanding of the content (Figure 1.05)
  o Students may print the Practice/Homework and take it home to study
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• Test/Exam Review
  o Prior to taking a topic test or cumulative exam, students will complete a Review activity (Figure 1.06)
  o The Review activity is similar in design to the Practice/Homework activity and may also include Show Me buttons which, when clicked, launch a video of a master instructor who instructs them how to solve the question/problem upon which they are working
  o The Test/Exam Review activity is designed to give students more practice in areas where they may have had difficulty during the course
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• Benefits of Reviewing
  o Students will be better prepared to take the assessment
  o Students will make faster progress through their course by reducing the number of assessment retakes
  o Higher assessment scores result in a higher overall grade for the course